Information for Authors submitting to *Linguistic Typology* (February 2022)

1. Please submit articles via ScholarOne ([https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/lity](https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/lity)).

2. Do not submit work that has been submitted elsewhere or has been published previously.

3. Make sure the work is anonymous. The manuscript should not contain any acknowledgements or any grant information that would reveal the author(s). Please make sure that no versions / drafts of the manuscript with the name of the author(s) appear in public repositories, such as Research Gate, Academia.edu etc.

4. Please provide a separate title page with authors’ names and affiliations, and in co-authored works a statement on the contribution of each author, and acknowledgements if any. **Please include an IPA transcription of all authors’ names.**

5. Include an Abstract of c. 100–200 words depending on the length of the paper, and 5–8 Keywords.

7. The word limit for research papers is 15,000 words maximum, including examples and references. If your paper is much longer than this, consider an online Appendix with data or other supporting materials. **Please mention in the original submission how many words the paper is.**

8. Authors must make as much as possible of the primary data, analysis scripts, software, databases, etc. freely available in the supplementary materials or in publicly accessible repositories or archives. This is mandatory already at the submission stage since reviewers often require access to this information.

9. The following are the categories of rejection or acceptance of manuscripts. 1. DESK REJECT is for work which does not fall within the scope of LT, or is not of sufficient quality to send out to review. 2. REVISE and RESUBMIT means that the paper needs quite some revision and we cannot guarantee that it will be accepted. 3. ACCEPT with REVISIONS has two versions: MAJOR REVISIONS and MINOR REVISIONS. For MAJOR REVISIONS we send out the manuscript to external reviewers again, preferably the same as for the original submission. For MINOR REVISIONS the paper may go out to external review again or it may be dealt with by internal reviewing. 4. REJECT (the paper has been rejected by external reviewers and will not be further processed).

10. Use the following sections in your paper: Title; Authors; Abstract; Keywords; The body of the work (which may contain subsections), containing an early footnote with authors’
email and correspondence addresses; Acknowledgments; Abbreviations; Appendix/Appendices (if any); References.

11. Include ISO/Glottolog codes for all languages mentioned, in brackets after the first mention. If your paper focuses on one or a few languages which are not widely known, please include IPA transcription of the name(s).

12. Please use UNICODE fonts.

13. Linguistic example sentences must be formatted according to the Leipzig Glossing Rules.

14. Style must adhere to the De Gruyter Mouton Journal Style Sheet

15. When in doubt, please consult previous issues of Linguistic Typology.

16. Books reviews are commissioned by the book review editors who will contact potential reviewers. Authors of book reviews should follow the above guidelines with the following adjustments:

- The word limit for book reviews is 4–5,000 words including references.
- Book reviews do not include a title; instead, please include full details of the book(s) reviewed, followed by your name
- Do not include an abstract or keywords